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JEROME SIEGEL and JOSEPH SHUSTER,
Plalntiffs,
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Defendants.

This acticn is brought to annul one agreement and to
rescind other agreements made between the plaintiffs and Detective
ComiCS, Inc. and defendant The McClure Newspaper Syndicate on the
ground that one contract entered into between the plaintiffs and
Detective Comics, Inc., the predecessor of National Comics Publications, Inc. dated on or about March 1st, 1938 is void for lack of
mutuality and conSideration, and on the ground that other contracts
should be rescinded on account of fraud in the inducement thereof
and on the further ground that numerous material breaches of said
contract. occurring since they were entered into justify their
rescission at the instance of the plaintiffs.

As an incident of such

relief, plaintiffs ask to enjoin all defendants from publishing or
distributing a comic production called "Superman" and certain other
cartoon features.

Pla i ntiffs also ask for judgment declaring their

rights in the premises, also for an accounting and incidental relief.
Some time in 1933 plaintiff Siegel conceived the idea of
a cartoon strip, the feature character of which would be a man of
superhuman strength and power who would perform feats of great magnitude for the public good.

He discussed the idea with his friend

Shuster who was an artist, and together they prepared a comlc strip
containing separate panels embodying Slegel's idea.

This was the
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origin of the Superman comic strip.
After this joitnt creation of the Superman strip panels
in 1933, plaintiffs worked together in creating other cartoon
strips, some of which between 1933 and 1938 they sold for publication.

One of their customers was- the Nicholson Publishing Company

which during this period purchased comic strip material on behalf
of Detective Comics, Inc.

In the latter part of 1937 the Nicholson

Publishing Company went out of business and as a result Detective
ComiCS, Inc. acquired some of the Nicholson magazine properties.
In this manner Detective ComiCS, Inc. oame into direct communication
with plaintiffs and on December 4th, 1937 the defendant Liebowitz,
representing Detective ComiCS, Inc. met Siegel in New York.

At this

conference Liebowltz told Slegel that he proposed to increase the
$9.00 pay rate which Nicholson had been paying for some of their
comic strips to $10.00.

They also discussed at this time the possi-

bility of Detective ComiCS, Inc. publishing a new magazine and the
plaintiffs furnishing new strips for such magazine.

Liebowitz told

Siegel at this time, that if they published such magazine and
accepted and

publieh~d

features created by plaintiffs they would be

paid at the rate of $10.00 per page, but Liebowitz testifed that at
this time he told Siegel that Detective Comics, Inc. would have to
own all rights to such features.
As a result of this conference of December 4th, 1937
Detective Comics, Inc. on that date entered into a written contract
of employment with plaintiffs with reference to two features known
as "Slam Bradley" and "The Spy", the material for which plaintiffs
had been furnishing for Nicholson.

This contract dated December 4th,

1937 transferred to Detective ComiCS, Inc. all rights to anT materials produced by plaintiffs under it and prohibited plaintiff. upon
termination of the agreement from in any way using any of the charaoters, plots or materials so produced.
Early in 1938 Detective ComiCS, Inc. decided to issue"
new comic magazine to be called "Action Comics".

In seeking Dew

materials for this proposed new magazine, inquiry was made of the
-
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defendant McClure Newspaper Syndicate as to whether it had any .
available material for such magazine.

Among the material submitted

by McClure to Detective Comics was the Superman strip oreated by
plaintiffs which consisted of a few panels suitable for newspaper
syndication.

This material had been lett with Nicholson by the

plaintiffs for publication but Nicholson had rejected it and it
had remained in the oustody of Nicholson for a long time.

An examin-

ation of the Superman material conv1nced Deteotive Comics that it
waa appropriate for inclusion in its new magazine and accordingly
this material WaS returned to the plaintiffs for revision and expansion into a full length thirteen page production suitable for
magazine production.

Plaintiffs thereupon complied with the request

and submitted the enlarged material on or about February 22nd, 1938.
The first issue of Aotion Comics in which Superman was to
appear was deSignated as the June, 1938 issue.

However, the magazine

was aotually issued for sale in advance on April 18th, 1938.

On

March 1st, 1938, prior to the printing of the first issue of Action
Comics, Detective Comics wrote to the plaint1ff Siegel at Cleveland,
Ohio where he and Shuster both reSided, enclosing a check in the sum
of $130.00 in payment of the first thirteen page Superman strip at
the agreed rate of $10.00 per page, and at the same time a written
agreement was enclosed for plaintiffs' signatures.

This agreement

is the one which plaintiffs now claim is void for lack of mutuality
and consideration and i9 as foilowsl
"Deteotive ComiCS, Inc.
480 Lexington Avenue
New York, N.Y.
I, the underSigned, am an artist or author and
have performed work for strip entitled 'SUPERMAN'.

In consideration of $130.00 agreed to be paid
me by you I hereby sell and transfer such work and
strip, all good will attached thereto and exclusive
right to the USe of the characters and story, continuity and title of strip contained thereind to you and
your assigns to hava and hold forever an to be your
exclusive property and I agree not to employ said
characters or said story in any other ' strtps or sell
any like strip or story oontaining the Same characters
by their name. oontained therein or under any other
names at any time hereafter to any othe~ person firm
or corporation, or permit the use thereof by said other
parti~s, without obtaining your written consent therefor.
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The intent hereof is to give you exclusive right to
use and acknowledge that you own said oharacters or
story and the use thereof exclusively. I have received
the above sum of money.
Joe Shuster
Jerome Siegel
Acdepte.d l
DETECTIVE COMICS, INC.
By.r.s. Liebowitz

"

This agneement WaS duly received by the plaintiffs
and executed and returned to Deteotive Comios, Inc.

The first

issue of Action Comics was followed by further issues, each succeeding i ssue having a Superman comic strip prepared by the plaintiffs
who continued to be

p~id

by Detective Comics at the agreed rat. of

$10.00 per page.
After Superman had been published by Detective Comics,
interest

WaS

shown by McClure in its newspaper syndication and as a

result two agreements were simultaneously executed under date of
September 22nd, 1938.

One of these agreements was between plaintiffs

and Detective Comics, the other was between Detective Comics, the
plaintiffs and McClure Newspeper Syndicate'.

Both of these agreements

were forwarded to the plaintiffs at Cleveland, Ohio tor signature and.
they were duly exeouted and returned to Detective Comics, Inc. with
a letter written by Siegel.
The agreement between plaintiffs and Detective Comics
refer not only to Superman but also to other cartoons namely, "Slam
Bradley", "The Spy", "Radio Squad" and "Federal

Men~

The agreement

states that Detective ComiCS, Inc. "are the exclusive owners of comic
./

strips known by the titles "SUPERMAN", etc., and to the rights to
publish comics carrying said titles and chsraoters contained therein,
and continuity thereof".

It provides for plaintiffs' employment

for a five year period with an option in favor o! Detective Comics
for an additional five year contract.

In connection with this

9
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employment, the agreement provides as followsl
"You agree that you will not hereafter at any place
in the united States or in a"1 foreign country,
furnish to any other person, firm, corporation, newspaper or magazines any art or oopy for any comics to
be used in any strip or oomic or newspaper or magazine
containing the above titles or the characters or continuity thereof or in any wise similar thereto, but
you shall furnish such material exolusively to us for
the duration of this agreement as such matter may be
required by us or as designated by us in writing."
By the terms of this agreement, Detective Comics, Inc.
agreed to pay plaintiffs for magazine strips referred to by the
parties as "releases" of SUperman at the rate of $10.00 per page
65~

and to pay them from

to

ot income to be received by Detective

80~

Comics from McClure under the newspaper syndication agreement of
September 22nd, 1938.

By this syndioation agreement lIoClure"s

reoeived from Deteotive Comics an eight months' option dattn" from
October 1st, 1938 for newspaper syndication of Superman on a daily
basis.

Subsequently, McClure availed itself of the option.

Under

this agreement Detective Comics was to be paid by McClure from

40~

to 50% of the net proceeds from such syndication, for which plaintiffs
were to supply the material.

As already stated, from

65~

to 80% of

the money received in this way by Detective Comics from such syndication was to be paid to the plaintiffs.

This syndication agreement

Was also for a term of five years with the right in McClure to renew
for a further period of five years.
As time went on Superman became increasingly popular.

As

a result certain changes occurred in the relationship between Detective Comics, Inc. and plaintiffs.

While originally plaintiffs had

performed both the art work and the continuity for Superman and other
comic strip features, the time came when the plaintiff Shuster no
longer furnished the art work for any strip other than Superman,
although Siegel continued to furnish continuity for all of the other
strips.

With this change in the situation a modification agreement

was entered into between plaintiffs and Detective Comics, Inc. dated
December 19th, 1939.

By this agreement the compensation for Superman

to the plaihtirrs was increased to $20.00 per page, and in addition
Detective ComiCS, Inc. agreed to pay the plaintiffs
r: _

5~

of the net
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proceeds which it might derive from commercial exploitation of
Superman other than from magazine and book publicationmd newspaper
syndication.

This 1939 agreement contained the following provi.lonsl

"1. That we, Detective Comics, Ino" are the sole
and exclusive owner, of the comic .trip entitled
"SUPERMAN" and the other comic strips entitled as
above mentioned and to all rights of reproduction
of all .aid comIc strips and the titles and characters
contained therein, and the continuity thereof, including but not limited to the fields of magazine or other
book publication, newspaper syndication, radio broadcast, television, motion p1cture reproduotion and all
other form of reproduction. We have all right of
copyright and all rights to se.c ure copyright registration in respect of all such forms of reproduction either
in our own names or others at our exclusive option.
"2. That you have not done or permitted any act or
thing which mIght impair any of our aforesaid rights
with respect to any of the aforesaid comic strips and
that 80 fer as you are concerned our full and complete
ownership thereof and of all reproduction rights in
connection therewith are vested in us free and clear
of the rights of any other persons or parties whatsoever.
"3. That we have the unrestricted right to adapt
arrange, change, transpose, add to and otherwise deal
with any or all said comic strips and the titles,
characters and oontinuity thereof as we in our sole
discretion may deem it necessary or advisable to do so.
"4. That we have the unrestrioted right to grant to
others upon such bases as we in our 90le discretion shall
determine, any of the foregoing rights of reproduotion
with respeot to any of the aforesaid comic strips and the
titles, characters and continuity thereof."
Although no further written agreements were made between
Detective Comics, Inc. and the plaintiffs subsequent to December 19th,
1939 the compensation paid to the plaintiffs had been increased by
Detective Comics, Inc. through the years very substantially owing to
the success of the publication of Superman.

It was shown that commenc-

ing with July, 1940 the releases were at the rate of $35.00 per page
payable to the plaintiffs.

For the usual thirteen page strip this

meant payment of $455.00 per release for both art work and continuity.
In February, 1942 the rate was increased to $500.00 per release and
in August, 1942 to $600.00.

In March, 1943 it was found that the

plaintiffs were not always able to fulfill their commitments for production of the art work and continuity for both magazine use and newspaper syndication, and an arrangement was made whereby Siegel Was to
receive $200.00 for each magazine release for which he did not furnish
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the 'continuity and Shuster was to receive $150.00 for each rele~se
for which he did not furnish the art work.
WaS

In June, 1943 the rate

again increased to $1,000. per magazine release for both art and

continuity supplied by plaintiffs.

Subsequently different arrange-

ments were made from time to time in regard to the rate to be paid
for the releases.
/

In addition to the money paid for the releases, Detective
Comics gave the plaintiffs substantial annual bonuses, some of these
bonuses amounting to as much as $10,000. in one year equally divided
between the plaintiffs.

Evidence shows that up to the commencement

of this action on March 5th, 1947 the plaintiffs had received over
$400,000.
I shall first oonsider the instrument of March 1st, 1938
(Pl. Ex. 11).

Plaintiffs contend that this instrument is entirely

without consideration and therefore VOid, and eVen if it should be
held that it is supported by sufficient consideration it i. ineffective to convey any rights to Detective Comics, Inc. in the comie .
strip feature Superman, the characters appearing therein or the title
thereto.

/

It is quite apparent that the $130.00 which is the recited
consideration in said instrument was already due and owing the plaintiffs before the instrument was executed.
consideration and insufficient to support

It was therefore past
~laintiffsl

Ex. 11.

The defendants argue, however, that there WaS other sufficient consideration not expressed in the instrument.
was competent for defendants to prove
existed.

th~

Of course, it

true conSideration, if one

Keuka College v. Rey (167 N.Y. 96); Strobe v. Netherland

Company, Ine. (245 A.D. 573, 575); Richardson on eVidence,(5th Edition
324, 426).
The defendants assert that the evidence in this case shows
other substantial consideration sufficient to support Plaintiffs'
Exhibit 11.

It was shown that on December 4th, 1937 the plaintiff

Siegel signed an agreement with Detective ComIcs, transferring all
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rights to the comic features Imown as "Slam Bradley" and "The Spy".
At the same time Siegel and the defendant Liebowitz discussed a new
magazine which Detective Comics, Inc. contemplated publishing and
Siegel was told that he would be paid for any feature. published
1n this new magazine at the same rate which had been agreed upon for
Slam Bradley end The Spy, and furthermore that Detective ComiCS, Inc.
would have to own any such features, as had been agreed upon by the
instrument of December 4th, 1937 with reference to Slam Bradley and
The Spy.

/ primarily

The terms of the contract of December 4th, 1937, though
relating to the features specified therein,

al~related

to

future dealings between plaintiffs and Detective Comics as to other
features and as to these other features Detective ComiCS, InC. were
given a first option to accept or reject them.

In effect, therefore,

the instrument of March 1st, 1938 represented the exercise by Detective
Comics of the option granted to it by the December 4th, 1937 agreement.
It is therefore argued that the specific mention of $130.00 as a
consideration in the March 1st, 1938 instrument wes superfluous and
unnecessary to ita validity so far as the element of consideretion is
conoerned; that the real consideration was plaintiffs' express desire
and Detective Comics, Ine. concurrence in that desire to see Superman
in print.

There can be no doubt of this desire on the part of the

plaintiffs, so it is urged that when Detective ComiCS, Inc. accepted
Superman for publication and published it, it furnished the true consideration for the agreement of March 1st, 1938.

In other words, the

plaintiffs desire to see Superman in print and the realization of that
desire by Detective Comica'acceptanee of the strip for publication and
actually publishing it were the most vital elements or consideration
supporting the instrument dated March 1st, 1938.

I em of the opinion

that defendants contention in this respect is sound and shall therefore hold that the instrument in question was sufficiently supported
by valid consideration.

r shall next consider what, if any, rights were conveyed to
Deteotive ComiCS, Ino. by the instrument of March 1st, 1938.
tiff. contend in this respect that Superman was
- R -
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and had no physioal eXistence,and was .not transferable.

The comic

strip when produced became property and could be sold, but until
~~t

existed there was no property right capable of assignment.

This has been frequently held and I believe is settled lew.

See

Harms v. Stern (229 Fed. 42) and many other cases cited on this
point set forth in plaintiffs' brief.

Apparently, however, one or

more exceptions to this general rule have been recognized by the
Courts· and it 1s argued by the defendants' counsel that under the
facts and circumstances shown in the present case, Superman had been
reduced to mater1al form, and was at the time the agreement of March
1st, 1938 was execute" ::.tllken.:. out of the realm of the "concept" or
"idea" stage and had ripened 1nto concrete expression.
on this point is substantially as follows.

The argument

The first Superman release

conSisted of ninety-nine separate panels containing the story or continuity, so-called, as well as art work intended to be spread over
thirteen pages of the June, 1938 issue of Action Comic magazine.
This release disclosed that it contained a complete delineation of
the pictorial representation of Superman, of the habits and character
of Superman, of the superhuman powers and sttributes with which Superman waS endowed and of the sphere of public good which Superman
exploits were to enhance.

So it is argued that this first Superman

release was not Simply and alone a complete story and sequence in
pictures and script, it was truly the delineation of the course of
development of sequences to follow. Though the incidental and story
material called continuity might thereafter vary from time to time,
their distinctive pattern was fixed by that first release.

This first

release constituted the formula for the continuing series to come.
ThiS, it is claimed, was what Detective ComiCS, Inc. purchased from
these plaintiffs when it accepted the release and paid the plein tiffs
therefor.

The ideaa and concepts expressed and embodied in that

first release having been reduced to concrete form or formula were
assignable.
Defendants counsel argues that the case of Cole v. Phil11ps
H. Lord, Inc. (262 D.D. 116) is a decisive authority on this pOint.
ER 2754
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In the Cole case the plaintiff had presented to defendant in concrete
fo~m,

a formula for a series of radio programs based upon the charac-

ter of a vigorous, crusading, district attorney engaged in fighting
rackets and racketeers.

Such program contemplated an indefinite

number of broa rlcasts in a series.

When the defendant made use of

this formula the plaintiff sued for payment.

In the Trial Court

the complaint was dismissed as. a matter of law, apparently upon the
theory plaintiff had no property right in the combination of ideas
evolved into a formula for a radio program.

The Appellate Division

reversed and ordered a new trial stating, among other things,
"If plaintiff's 'Racketeer & Company' and '137 Centre
Street' had the same idea or series of ideas
evolved into e program ~uch a8 'Mr. District Attorney'
(as the jury might well have found), certeinly they
would have been justified in conclucing that as
between these parties it was plaintiff's original
basic idea and formula.
"That a property right exists with respect to a
combination of ideas evolved into a program as
distingu1shed from rights to partioular scripts,
finds support in defendant's own course of conduct.
When it transferred any rights to 'Mr. District
Attorney', i t sold not scripts but the basic idea. Of
I realize that the decision on this point is most important
in this litigation and I am not entirely clear upon it, but the fact
stands out that the first Superman release had been delivered for
publication prior to March 1st, 1938 and this release certainly contained a full delineation of the character Superman and though the
I

story or continuity might vary in the future from time to time, it
did I beli eve constitute a formula for the continuing series to come
and in my opinion this was assignable and was purchased by the defendant;~ .

I shall therefore hold that the March 1st, 1938 instrument
transferred to Detective Comics, Inc. all of plaintiffs' rights to
Superman.

This holding, of course, disposes of plaintiffs' claim for resci~sion

of the September 22nd, 1938 agreement on account of fraud

consisting of ralse representation made by the defendants to the
ef f ect that they owned Superman.

In this connection plaintiffs also
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ask for resclsSicn because of alleged falsa information as to the
popularity of Superman.

I have examined this claim and am of the

opinion that the evidence is insuffioient to support a finding of
fraud on this ground.
Plaintitfs also claim that the agreement of September 22,
1938 was procured by duress on the part ot the defendants Detective
ComiCS, Ino. and its officers and should be annulled on this account.
No such claim was made in the complaint and I am of the opinion that
the evidenoe referred to by plaintiffs in support of this contention
is insufficient 1n any event to support a tinding of duress.
Plaintitfs contend further that the agreement of September
22nd, 1938 should be rescinded for material breaches thereof by the
defendants.

These alleged breaches are as follows,

1.

Tha alleged publication ot Superboy. (Third and
Fourth causes ot action).

2.

The publioation ot many imitative and competing features,
similar to Superman (First cause ot action).

3. The tallure to pay plaintiff Siegal $400.00 and plaintiff Shuster $350.00 per ghosted release (Sixth and
Seventh causes of aotion).

4.

,.
6.

The f~lure to pay to plaintiff Siegel $800.00 for four
certain releases (Fourteenth cause of action).
The tailure to pay plaintiffs in connection with the
publication of the book "The Adventures of Superman"
(Ninth causa of action).
The publication of certain advert1sing material concerning Superman without plaintiffs' consent (Twelfth cause
of action).

I am satisfied that the contract ot September 22nd, 1938
should not be rescinded for any of the reasons given by the plaintiffs.
It 1s quite clear to me, however, that in publishing Superboy
the Detective Comics, Inc. acted illegally.

I cannot accept defend-

ants view that Superboy was in reality Superman.
WaS

a separate and distinct ent1ty.

I think Super boy

In having published Super boy

without right, plaintitfs are entitled to an injunction preventing
such publication and under the circumstances I believe the defendants
should account as to the income received from such publication and

- 11 -
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that plaintiffs should be given an opportunity to prove any damages
they have sustained on account thereof.

The defendant, Detective

Comics admit owing plaintiffs over $3,000. for publishing Superboy
but this amount is calculated on a basis not binding upon the plaintiffs.
I think also that plaintiffs are entitled to an accounting

as demanded in their Eighth cause of action.
As to the defendants The McClure Newspaper Syndicate and

Wayne Boring, in view of the decision now made by me, the evidence
fails to support the allegations of the complaint against them, and
the complaint therefore as to them is dismissed.

A decision may be presented in accordance with this memorandum and I believe an interlocutory judgment should also be submItted,
all of this to be upon five days notioe to all parties.
Dated, November

1947.

21st,
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